Cornerstone Community School
Pre-K Teacher Job Description
The ideal candidate:
 shall hold current and up-to-date certification in Pre-K teaching
 shall be an active participant in a fundamental, Bible-based church
 shall be knowledgeable, flexible, dynamic, and caring
 shall facilitate student learning by providing instruction with as much variety, creativity,
preparation and enthusiasm as possible
QUALIFICATIONS
The teacher:
 shall affirm the lordship of Christ over all of creation, and shall be in agreement with our foundational
beliefs. He or she shall seek to honor God in all activities and classes.
 shall be a college graduate, certified or certifiable in the appropriate area or grade level
 shall be familiar with and eager to use an integrated curriculum, alternative methods of evaluation and
collaborative learning
 shall be a self-starter; able to function responsibly and independently
 shall be creative and aware of various resources and able to draw upon them in supporting a theme-based
curriculum
 shall be willing to work closely with parent volunteers
 shall be willing to work with and alongside other CCS teachers on issues of curriculum, building
scheduling, etc.
RESPONSIBILITIES
1.

In faithful living the teacher is expected to:
 be committed to obeying Christ, our Redeemer
 have a regular and active devotional life
 practice love, joy, patience, kindness, self-control, gentleness, faithfulness and truthfulness
 model biblical principles in making choices
 be humble in spirit but bold in Christ-like practices
 be conscientious and responsible

2.

In instructional planning the teacher is expected to:
 translate student goals into specific objectives for lessons suitable to the age-level and
developmental needs of the children
 plan learning experiences, select and use curricular materials that help each student achieve the
stated objectives
 plan units and lessons that help students see wholeness and relevance in learning
 plan units and lessons that connect biblical principles to concepts about God’s world
 plan and design appropriate assessments to determine the students’ level of mastery and to help
determine the direction of instruction
 become familiar with learning styles theory and plan a variety of teaching strategies which take into
account the varied learning styles of students
 choose content that helps students see the variety of God’s creation
 select in advance the means of assessment to measure students’ learning for a lesson or unit

3.

In teaching classes the teacher is expected to:
 maintain an active, appealing and positive classroom atmosphere in which students are encouraged
to explore, discover and learn in groups and as individuals








use class time well with activities that engage students and have a clear purpose
give clear direction and well-organized examples and explanations
listen carefully to student’s ideas and interests and apply them to lessons
create useful analogies to connect what students are learning to what they have already learned
provide organized learning that helps students support and learn from each other
maintain accurate and up-to-date records on all student learning

4.

In relating to students the teacher is expected to:
 establish a climate of love, mutual respect and care
 together with the students, define responsible classroom behavior, including guidelines and
consequences for right and wrong behavior
 help students learn self-discipline through appropriate correcting, chastening and counseling within
the framework of our school discipline philosophy

5.

In community relations the teacher is expected to:
 communicate regularly with parents about curriculum themes, classroom plans and their child’s
progress and needs
 participate actively in the community, especially a local church community
 model a love for Christ and students beyond the classroom

6.

In professional growth the teacher is expected to:
 take responsibility for all tasks related to the classroom and parent communication
 keep current in scholarship on teaching, specifically the philosophies and methods which are
distinct to CCS
 work constructively with colleagues and administration by contributing ideas and listening to the
ideas of others
 articulate in writing and speaking how your Christian faith integrates with your teaching
 be willing and eager to attend seminars and professional development experiences as appropriate
 keep individual professional development plan current

Cornerstone Community School recruits and hires teachers of any sex, race, color or ethnic origin.

